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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Drs. Frank and John Craighead, faculty affiliates at the University of Montana 
will present an exclusive report on their daring seven-year study of the dangerous 
and fast-disappearing grizzly bear of the American West when they are the featured 
speakers at the National Geographic Lecture Program in Constitution Hall, Washing­
ton, D. C. on December 16 and IT.
On December 30 the two Craigheads report they will present a similar lecture 
to the meetings of the American Association for the Advancement of Science at 
Berkeley, California.
They will use exciting color-film sequences taken in Yellowstone National Park 
to reveal the life history of the grizzly, their research techniques, and radio- 
tracking treks following "bugged" bears.
The wild animals, some of which weigh more than 500 pounds, are knocked out 
so that ecological studies can be made and future wanderings traced. Bait lures 
the unsuspecting grizzly into simple steel-culvert traps.
Then the scientists shoot a muscle-relaxing, drug-loaded syringe into the bear, 
take its measurements, weight, pulse, temperature, and respiration rate, and mark 
it for identification. If the drug's effect wears off too soon, the researchers 
must dash for safety from a growling, snapping but unharmed grizzly.
The National Geographic Society, the National Science Foundation, and the 
Philco Corporation have been chief sponsors of the long-range study. The more 
that can be learned of grizzly habits, the greater is the chance to save the heavy­
weight beast from extinction. Fewer than 1,000 grizzlies are believed to survive 
south of Canada.
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-2- Drs. Frank and John Craighead
The researchers co-authored an article entitled "Knocking Out Grizzlies for 
Their Own Good" shortly after they began their field research. It appeared in the 
August i960 issue of the National Geographic Magazine.
Drs. John and Frank Craighead are now associated with the Montana Cooperative 
Wildlife Research Unit at the University of Montana and the Environmental Research 
Institute, respectively. Dr. John Craighead is also a professor of forestry and 
zoology at the U of M.
The Craigheads pioneered biotelemetry, or radio tracking of wild animals by 
attaching tiny radio transmitters to the neck of Ursus horribilis. Beep signals 
allow them to track their subjects and learn much about the grizzly's daily life, 
behavior, travels and hibernation.
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